
Aperitif and dinner in the Venice lagoon:
exclusive “bragozzo” experience!

The opportunity to sail along canals little known to 
normal boats will give you the chance to immerse 
yourself in the unique and enchanting atmosphere of 
the Venice lagoon.

You will set sail for an unforgettable navigation around 
St Mark's basin and its islands.

High quality service on board with an open kitchen for a 
refined and authentic experience.

The captain, Manuel, in addition to being chef and 
sommelier is part of the last family of “moecanti” in 
Venice. A true treasure, repository of an ancient 
tradition that is still so true.



The aperitif is served during navigation:
● Aperol spritz, Campari, Select, Cynar or Prosecco 

Valdobbiadene brut, and non-alcoholic drinks;
● accompanied by cicchetti with cream of snapper 

and creamed cod.

Dinner is freshly cooked on board the bragozzo and 
served anchored in the lagoon:
● starter: sauté of mussels
● first course: linguine with cuttlefish in red;
● main course: fried moeche and lagoon fish;
● to drink: Veneto wines, sparkling and still, soft drinks 

and unlimited water.

On the way back, on request
● cocktail, mojito or gin and tonic.

Aperitif and menu



The bragozzo can accommodate a maximum of 12 participants.

This cruise between Venice and its lagoon, with an aperitif and 
dinner, is an authentic and exclusive experience.

It is ideal both for small groups of friends who want to share fun 
and relaxing moments and for hosting corporate team building 
events.

Exclusive experience for up to 12 
people

Number of 
participants

8 9 10 11 12

Price per 
person

€ 290,00 € 260,00 € 240,00 € 220,00 € 199,00

For a different number of participants, a confidential quotation must be requested.



Romantic experience: a lagoon sunset for two.

You can also choose to treat yourself to an 
unforgettable evening by reserving this bragozzo cruise 
just for you and your sweetheart.

Aperitifs are accompanied by cicchetti with cream of 
snapper and creamed cod; you can choose Aperol, 
Campari, Select, Cynar or Prosecco Valdobbiadene brut 
spritzers, and non-alcoholic drinks.

At dinner you will be served an appetiser of sautéed 
peoci, linguine with cuttlefish in red, fried lagoon fish 
(Moeche, and fish caught that day), and the Captain's 
tiramisu.

Price: € 475 per person

Two hearts in a “bragozzo”!



Experience available every day, on request.
Departure time: approximately between 5 p.m. and 
6 p.m.
Duration: approximately 5 hours.
Boarding point: Fusina or San Basilio, with the 
possibility of evaluating other points according to 
specific requirements.

For those who wish, there is the possibility of 
swimming in the lagoon; towels and outdoor hot 
shower available on board.

Practical information

Find out more and request a quote

Ph. 041.4830469
Cell. e whatsapp: 392.6669252
e-mail: info@vivovenetia.com

Watch our video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Br2v_4Ujvwo

